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R

OYAL Caribbean Cruises Ltd. (RCL) is a

RCL’s success hinges on ships that are essen-

global cruise vacation company that owns

tially floating cities. At 1,187 feet long (164 feet lon-

and operates three brands—Royal Caribbean

ger than the Eiffel Tower is tall), the flagship Har-

International, Celebrity Cruises, and Azamara Club

mony of the Seas boasts 23 pools, 18 decks, and a

Cruises—and has ownership in three others: TUI

“Central Park” planted with 10,000 plants and 50

Cruises, Pullmantur, and SkySea Cruises. These

trees.2 Built with more than 9 million parts that re-

brands operate a combined total of 49 ships, with

quire over 150,000 individual assembly tasks, such

an additional 12 on order. They operate diverse itin-

a ship at RCL can progress from CAD design to a

eraries that call on more than 535 destinations on

revenue-generating vessel in only three years.

all seven continents.
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Figure 1. The workgroup on site

Left: View of interior balconies and Central Park on Symphony of the Seas, under construction.
Right: Workgroup members experience potential new features in the VR cave.
Source: Royal Caribbean Cruises Ltd.
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Building typically begins when a ship’s design

in members from 12 major architecture/

is only 30 percent complete. Aside from a few key

design firms.
• Sustained involvement: The 12 core mem-

structural elements, such as steel columns, every
part of an RCL ship can be modified well into the

bers are fully dedicated to the workgroup. All

build. From space-maximization techniques to guest

internal and external design consultants and

traffic flow patterns, every detail is tested using 3D

architects are considered key extensions of the

modeling, virtual reality (VR), and physical models

group. Consultants are contracted for 100 per-

until the final ship takes shape. Designing and build-

cent of their time, and external architecture/

ing in tandem allows designers and engineers to col-

design representatives spend 60–75 percent of

laborate intensely, pushing the boundaries of what is

their time on the project.
• Integrated effort: The magnitude of the proj-

possible in ship design—with the ultimate goal of creating the best possible cruise experience for guests.

ect, short timelines, and concurrent design and
build approach requires a collaborative effort.
All elements of the ship must work together and

The workgroup:
Newbuilding & Innovation

are interdependent, shaped, and refined collectively to achieve cutting-edge design and innovations. The final output is a product of the entire

RCL’s Newbuilding & Innovation workgroup—

workgroup. The group leverages the functional

led by executive VP Harri Kulovaara, and com-

diversity of its members to work closely with a

posed of architectural designers, architects, naval

vast extended network to bring in a broad array

architects, technical experts, financial specialists,

of perspectives from across the value chain.

and program and project managers—is tasked with
pushing the edge in ship design as RCL expands its

The Newbuilding & Innovation workgroup fo-

fleet. It strives to create ships that set new industry

cuses every day on pushing the envelope of what’s

standards and help define the RCL experience for

possible when it comes to new ship design. Mem-

the next three decades of customers.

bers look for innovative offerings that they can em-
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Newbuilding & Innovation meets our key crite-

bed into their guest experience, largely in the form

ria for a frontline workgroup:

of structural design elements that would take their

• Size: For the recent Project Edge,4 the group

ships to the next level. For example, for the new-

(excluding the leadership team) had 12 RCL

est ship, the Celebrity Edge, the group developed

employees, five design consultants, and brought

the Magic Carpet, a “floating” café/bar that moves
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Figure 2. Customer recommendations
on the rise

guests along the exterior of the ship without having
to take elevators or walk across the ship.
The ships and their features are generally an

113

important driver of guest satisfaction, and RCL’s
leaders regard the Newbuilding & Innovation workgroup as key to the company’s future.
103

It’s about having the same vision—
being able to look around the room
and say that together we’re going to
build the most innovative and guestcentric ship that the world’s ever seen.

100
2015

2016

2017

Royal Caribbean Cruises growth
in net promoter score (NPS)*
*NPS was ﬁrst indexed to 2015 to highlight the
year-over-year trajectory of NPF improvement.
Source: Royal Caribbean.

—Harri Kulovaara,
executive VP of maritime
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the brand—has showed accelerating improvement,

The results: Guest accolades
for innovative design

increasing by 3 percent from 2015 to 2016 and by
11 percent from 2016 to 2017 (see figure 2).8 RCL’s
focus on overall guest experience also seems to have

The workgroup tends to live up to its name, gen-

paid off in positive feedback. In 2017, guests rated

erating ship design that the industry has recognized

their overall experience an average score of 87.4

as striking and innovative. Travel industry review-

out of a possible 100. Over the past three years, this

ers have given RCL numerous awards,5 and its rev-

guest rating has trended upward, showing double

enues have grown consistently for the past three

the rate of improvement from 2016 to 2017 as from

years. “There’s an intense amount of emphasis on

2015 to 2016 (see figure 3).9

guest satisfaction that is attributed to design, even
if subconsciously,” explains Diane Stratton, New-

Figure 3. Guest ratings are rising

building director of architectural design.
Members have also successfully pushed bound-

103

aries with the ships they design. For example,
through their innovations, the ships have gotten
larger, as measured by gross register tonnage and
the number of staterooms. In 2016, the 227,000-

101

ton Harmony of the Seas was the largest cruise ship
ever launched—47 percent bigger than the largest

100

ship a decade earlier.6 (The slightly larger Symphony of the Seas is scheduled to take its maiden voy-

2016
2017
2015
Royal Caribbean Cruises
growth in guest satisfaction*

age in March 2018.7)
The company’s guest satisfaction measurements

*Overall vacation experience score was indexed to
2015 to highlight year-over-year trajectory

are at an all-time high. Its net promoter score—a
measure of customer willingness to recommend

Source: Royal Caribbean.
Deloitte Insights | deloitte.com/insights
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Practices in play

great is” and what it looks like when achieved. The
group evaluates every design proposal, material,

The Newbuilding & Innovation workgroup uses

and art installation through that lens and assesses

five intersecting practices: Commit to a shared out-

each item’s impact on the final ship. The Edge drew

come, Seek new contexts, Maximize potential for

media buzz and positive responses to PR events re-

friction, Cultivate friction, and Bias toward action.

vealing new features, and the media buzz generated
around the project suggested that the innovation
and design initiatives were on target. As Harri Kulo-

SEEK NEW
CONTEXTS

FRAME A
MORE
POWERFUL
QUESTION

vaara notes, “No one here wants to repeat what we
did the year before. Every year it’s about working

CULTIVATE
FRICTION

together to create something new, something that’s

VO
PRO KE
PRIORITIZE
PERFORMANCE
TRAJECTORY

ER

REFLECT
MORE TO LEARN
FASTER

RO

TH

GE
ELIMINATE
UNPRODUCTIVE
FRICTION

Unlike a hotel, where travelers might begin and
end their day, a cruise ship is both where guests stay

PEL

PULL T O

MAXIMIZE
POTENTIAL
FOR FRICTION

better than before. If we aren’t raising the bar, we
aren’t operating at our highest potential.”

P

and where they vacation (when they’re not at a port
BIAS
TOWARD
ACTION

of call). In this context, every aspect of the ship—the
transition from one space to another, the transformation of spaces, and the available experiences and

COMMIT TO
A SHARED
OUTCOME

activities—can mean the difference between a guest
who feels confined and bored and one who feels free
and delighted.
While the commitment to leading-edge ships
and providing the best possible experience for

COMMIT TO A SHARED OUTCOME

guests and crew manifests across the organization,
The Newbuilding & Innovation work-

the Newbuilding & Innovation workgroup’s shared

group is committed to what RCL VP

commitment is to innovative design as a means of

Kevin Douglas calls “operating on the

dramatically improving that experience. The work-

edge of what’s possible.” Practically,

group names projects for the ships they’re building

that translates into a shared commit-

to help maintain that focus and constantly remind

ment to create the best possible experi-

themselves of the shared outcome.

ence for guests and crew through innovative

MAXIMIZE POTENTIAL FOR FRICTION

ship design.10 That shared outcome guides every
decision the group makes and helps to frame its
actions.

The group attracts, and actively recruits, a par-

The group uses the shared outcome to define

ticular type of RCL employee: “dreamers who

ambitious ends but not the means. Members don’t

are also drivers.” Passion and a growth

micromanage or focus much on key performance

mind-set are qualities they seek because

indicators in the day-to-day work. In addition

members need to challenge each other

to an overall commitment to keep raising the bar

and collectively push boundaries to

and pushing boundaries, there is a strong focus on

achieve innovation in ship design.

maintaining brand distinction and standards. For

“We’re looking for candidates who want to

the Celebrity Edge, the group has worked to estab-

grow and develop with us,” Kulovaara says.

lish a robust design and experiential ethos of “mod-

“To work in an environment where they’ll be chal-

ern luxury” that gives members a sense of “what

4
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lenged to take things to the next level, where there’s

intriguingly curved stateroom interiors inspired by

an opportunity for their voices to be heard.”

how airlines design premium cabins.

To help push members’ thinking, the workgroup

The workgroup also explores new contexts in its

also looks outside, aiming to bring in outside per-

own environment, reorganizing workspaces to en-

spectives from others along the value chain, such

courage cross-pollination among project managers,

as shipyard builders, as well as others at the fore-

designers, and financial analysts. The result is in-

front of fields not directly connected to the cruise

creased collaboration and new avenues for interac-

industry, such as the airline industry, performing

tion outside functional roles. Last, the group seeks

arts, culinary, casinos, or beyond. Members have

“outside contexts” on its own doorstep: Whenever a

learned that outside partners with whom they en-

ship is dry-docked for repairs or upgrades, a delega-

gage also need to have an orientation toward being

tion from the workgroup lives aboard the ship 24/7,

challenged and learning from others. The approach

so members can experience all changes firsthand.

creates a virtuous cycle, with partners seeking out

CULTIVATE FRICTION

RCL because they’re excited to learn new things and
work together to develop them into realities. Meanwhile, engaging with external perspectives tends to

To avoid replicating the status quo and to cre-

help the entire workgroup learn faster. Partnering

ate the best possible experience for guests

with industry leaders, designers, and consultants

and crew, the Newbuilding & Innovation

in various geographical locations and time zones

workgroup

overtly

encourages

open-

across the world can pose challenges, but the group

ness and honesty, for everyone from the

credits combining these talents and skills as core to

group leader to summer interns. To cre-

their evolution and success.

ate a feeling of safety, members take the
approach during ideation that no idea

SEEK NEW CONTEXTS

is a bad one. They marry this with open
dialogue about the ideas and with a culture and

Newbuilding & Innovation workgroup members

expectation of actively engaging with and challeng-

are constantly expanding their influences to gather

ing ideas. Sometimes even the oddest suggestions

inspiration for new ship designs. They spend

inspire others to look at the problems in a differ-

a significant amount of time in new and

ent manner, ultimately leading the workgroup to a

stimulating environments, both within and

solution. Members are encouraged to express dis-

outside the cruise industry. They also bring

agreement early and often, but the focus remains

in designers across a range of design back-

on the design and the guest experience, not on the

grounds, as well as futurists and trend fore-

individual.

casters, who challenge members to rethink

Given the group’s many tight deadlines and

their assumptions and expand their sense of

global operations (not to mention multiple time

the possible. Another key aspect of this relent-

zones, cultural differences, and vacation schedules),

less pursuit of new contexts are brand-oriented

it’s an ongoing challenge to simultaneously give

sessions in which group members, including execu-

everyone a voice, ensure alignment, and discour-

tives, are brought in to take part in think tanks orga-

age work from being done piecemeal. One tool for

nized for in-depth discussions and problem-solving.

addressing these issues and generating produc-

For inspiration on assembly practices, for exam-

tive friction is to hold charrettes—intense periods

ple, group members have turned to engineers in the

of collaborative design rooted in the culture of ar-

auto industry. For cabin design inspiration, they’ve

chitecture. In a charrette, all workgroup members

tapped the work of airline designers who deal with

gather in a conference room at headquarters until

even more confined spaces—and developed a set of

they’ve made sufficient progress. These sessions
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can last upward of two weeks, although the group

bers are constantly improvising and experimenting.

has found three to four days to be the optimal dura-

The concurrent-design approach, in con-

tion to balance efficacy, creativity, innovation, and

trast to the sequential, multiyear process

collaboration. The all-hands meetings and design

of traditional shipbuilding, is designed to

sessions are intense but productive. The first day

ensure that the guests of the resulting ship

actually begins with some confusion as creative

would get to experience the latest innova-

minds come together and friction starts to develop.

tions and technologies, not the best think-

The second day is generally when the momentum

ing from four years ago.

in the brainstorming and problem-solving process

Group members go into each project ac-

gets into gear as more perspectives come out and

knowledging that the industry is dynamic

members really begin to build on each other’s think-

and that things tend to change based on the compe-

ing. The final day is when the great ideas start to

tition, economic environment, and customer value

take shape and solutions become clear.

trends—whether it’s a newly available high-tech

Workgroup members report that bringing ev-

material or a designer’s great idea that leads them

eryone together in this way increases transpar-

to scrap an already-built component. Members treat

ency, boosts collaboration, and heightens members’

these developments as opportunities and monitor

sense of ownership, while giving everyone a sense

them closely with the brands and shipyards to attain

of the larger project landscape. In a charrette, every

reliable and accurate information for vessel forecast,

participant has greater visibility into what’s been

capitalization, and finance. The group budgets for

done, where the issues are, and where things are

significant changes to materialize. As Kelly Gonzalez,

headed. Being in the same room also makes it easier

VP of design, explains, “This bestows permission to

to have candid conversations, voice disagreements,

experiment, exploring new directions at any point in

and challenge each other’s ideas.

the process—always in the interest of the ship and

VP Kevin Douglas explains, “We got more done

the customer.” Although trial and experimentation

in those two weeks, working shoulder to shoul-

are encouraged in order to deliver the best guest

der, than we could have possibly completed in two

experience, the teams follow a rigorous risk-assess-

months from afar.” Hosting several such gatherings

ment process by conducting chief engineer and de-

each year has helped increase the group’s produc-

sign reviews as well as consulting with third-party

tivity, removed silos, and supported collaborative,

specialists.

interdependent efforts rather than isolated work.

Throughout the process, the workgroup trusts

For workgroup members, charrettes have be-

and empowers both designers and builders to act

come an increasingly important means of taking

in the best interest of the shared outcome in order

ship design to the next level. They aren’t always

to prevent delays caused by seeking unnecessary

fun—in fact, they’re often exhausting—but everyone

approvals. On such a massive and complex project,

involved agrees that they generate a friction that al-

there are many ways things can go awry. Within the

lows participants to push the edge productively.

group, however, members encourage a culture of being open and transparent about how activities are

BIAS TOWARD ACTION

progressing. There’s no shame in admitting something isn’t working, then asking for help or conven-

The Newbuilding & Innovation workgroup has

ing members to consider how to approach a problem

created a culture of action in numerous ways. They

differently as well as whether the failure holds useful

start building a ship as soon as 30 percent of the

learning for other aspects of the project. Communi-

total design is complete. Indeed, there’s no such

cation and the commitment to a shared outcome of

thing as a 100 percent finalized blueprint; Mem-

groundbreaking design and maximizing guest expe-
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rience, as well as a shortened time frame, can help

ence of the effect of individual design choices on a

group members seize opportunities using sound

ship’s overall look and feel. The resulting radical re-

judgment and overcome any tendency to hide or

duction of time and resources can allow members to

minimize experiments that don’t work as expected.11

identify risks much earlier in the process and avoid

The workgroup has found multiple ways to

overcommitment to sunk costs on experiments. The

maximize action and risk-taking while minimizing

ability to maximize action while minimizing risks

the risks normally associated with rapid action. Ex-

has been key for the workgroup’s efforts to design

tensive use of computer modeling and virtual real-

innovative and sophisticated ships that can host

ity supports simulation of thousands of solutions in

thousands of guests’ memorable vacations.

only a few hours; VR also supports firsthand experi-
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ENDNOTES
1.

In addition to owning and operating three global brands—Royal Caribbean International, Celebrity Cruises, and
Azamara Club Cruises—RCL is a 50 percent joint venture owner of the German brand TUI Cruises, a 49 percent
shareholder in the Spanish brand Pullmantur, and a minority shareholder in the Chinese brand SkySea Cruises.
See Royal Caribbean, “About us,” accessed February 12, 2018.

2.

David Moye, “The world’s largest cruise ship is basically its own city,” Huffington Post, May 23, 2016.

3.

The Newbuilding & Innovation workgroup works on all new ships, but the composition of the workgroup varies
somewhat from ship to ship.

4.

Project Edge is the workgroup’s current effort on the newest ship under the Celebrity brand. The Celebrity Edge
is RCL’s most innovative ship to date. The group’s composition and practices for Project Edge are representative
of its work on other projects.

5.

Matt Hochberg, “Royal Caribbean wins five awards at 2017 Travel Weekly Readers Choice Awards,” Royal Caribbean blog, December 18, 2017; Carolyn Spencer Brown, “These are the best cruises in the world,” Town & Country,
October 6, 2016; U.S. News & World Report, “Best cruise lines 2018,” accessed February 13, 2018.

6.

Royal Caribbean, “Harmony of the Seas: By the numbers,” May 12, 2016.

7.

Royal Caribbean, “Inside look: The bold features on board Symphony of the Seas,” October 12, 2017.

8.

Per company-provided net promoter scores.

9.

Per company-provided guest satisfaction ratings from satisfaction surveys, along with Deloitte analysis.

10. Of course, there are many other contributors to guest and crew experience, but ship design is a significant part
of the experience and what the workgroup aims to shape.
11. At RCL, an in-house program management office with global representation plays an important role in providing
holistic project reports, which highlight risks and link all workstreams (brand/build), and actively seeking and
adapting best practices across industries.
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